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HOW
TO REPORT

A UFO!
HAVE YOU HAD A UFO EXPERIENCE?

Fifteen million Americans think they have, according to the Gallup Poll in 1973 Indeed,
the Center for UFO Studies receives word of new sightings at the rate of three to four
every day Here is a convenient form to keep in your car's glove compartment in case
you have to report a sighting

IMPORTANT: WAS THE OBJECT SEEN WITHIN 500 FEET (CLOSE ENCOUN
TER OF THE FIRST KIND)? ( ) DID IT AFFECT THE ENVIRONMENT OR LEAVE
EVIDENCE OF ITS PRESENCE (SECOND KIND)? ( ) DID YOU SEE "OCCU
PANTS" WITHIN OR NEAR, THE OBJECT (THIRD KIND)? ( ) ,_

Tu^r

DRAW ASKETCH: Name different features. Could yousee the outline distinctly'' UUtO

SIZE: Did it look as large as a:

( ) star? ( ) distant plane? (Vf full moon? ( ) bigger?

COLOR (S): fjiLf. Jt> WOAIC
.< SOUND: -TlfYUL*

LIGHT: Q^ Self-Luminous ( ) Reflection
BRIGHTNESS: ( ) Star ( ) Aircraft light ( ) Flare ( ) Blinding

Did it leave a trail? ( ) Yes (Nv4Jo

MOTION

The object was first seen:

DIRECTION: ( )North ( )South ( )East (^<f West
HEIGHT: ( ) Near horizon (^) Halfway up ( ) Overhead

The object was last seen:
DIRECTION: ( )North ( )South ( )East (X^) West
HEIGHT: ( )Near Horizon (y^)Halfway up ( )Overhead

How did you lose sight of the object:

( ) Fade in distance? (Vf Extinguish sudUuilly? StL&llr&A
( ) Lost behind trees, buildings? ( ) Over horizon?

( ) Unwitnessed by you?

How long did you watch it? 2- hnnrc minutes, seconds

Describe how it moved (Stationary? Faster than aircraft? Straight path? Did it

y^tso,
X

ENVIRONMENT

timf- Ofptey I/ P/yi
YOUR LOCATION AT THE TIMF: S&tXA/cle O h€t

Y OverWEATHER: (^Clear Sky? ( ) Broken clouds? ( JOvercast? ( ) Windy?
( ) Raining/Snowing?

SEEN AT THE SAME TIME: ( )Airplanes ( ) Helicopter ( ) Stars ( ) Moon

( ) Otrmr /%7H% .A^tf&^lJU^
WITNESS

NAMF /HAR66

FoiT/asnc)

n^-

Oh>>CITY

YOUR AGE (WHEN UFO SEEN):.

WAS THE UFO (VfsEEN WITH BINOCULARS? ( ) PHOTOGRAPHED?

( ) SEEN ON'RADAR AT THE SAME TIME?

If you wish to report this sighting in total confidence, or wish further information on
UFOs via our monthly newsletter available by subscription, write to the

CENTER FOR UFO STUDIES
924 CHICAGO AVENUE

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60202

.STATE.—-^ z,p^2£2
HOW MANY OTHERS SAW K-'DlM yUaH/M' - IVUa fofAA lirCf* JlW1^
YOUR AfiF (WHFN UFO SFFNV / / _L Kn^)
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^-q Frank

Meriden, Connecticut

06450

Dear Dr.Hynek

I believe I have had two Encounters of the First kind.

&y first was in Feb.1967 on a clear Moonless night when

I saw a object a little brighter than the planet Venus in the

sky .It wasn't moving at the time but,a minute later it started

to move and as it did. it got dimmer. When I was looking

straight up at it,it was around a thousand feet up it stopped moving

and as if it w«s a light bulb connected to a dimner switch it

got dimmer & Dimmer until it was gone .

It did not come down but it looked like it went straight up.

I couldn't make any shape out of the object other than at first

it was bright and than onGe it moved the Brightness came down

to the intensity of a star in Orion's belt.

My Second sighting was in 1975 while watching a meteor shower

ray Aunt & I saw two stars close together start to move along the

Horizon.The stars were dim and no shape could be made out.

I am a Member of N.I.C.A.P. and through th*m have learned

the different shapes of U.F.O.'s .1 also have many aircraft books

and know planes when I see or hear them.iey Aunt &I know we saw

Nothing of this Planet, My Aunt also has a friend who saw one in the

early horning hours.She said it was Silver with a blue light on top.

At first it was just hanging there, than it moved away.

She said it was Eggshaped or Oval .

I hope I've been helpful in discribing these sightings.

Yours Truly

Frank
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Dr. J. Allen Hynek
Center for U.F.O. Studies

924 Chicago Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202

Dr. Hynek:

Michael

East Lansing, Michigan
48823

March 12, 1978

This past Friday evening I attended the lecture you
presented at Michigan State University. I found your
talk highly informative and stimulating.

At that time you asked the members of the audience
who felt they had experienced a U.F.O. to raise their
hands, I was one of those. However rather than try to
put all the information on the cards provided I decided
to write a more detailed account.

The sighting took place sometime in early June of
1967 and invloved a close friend of mine, Howard Galloway
his mother, his sister Katie and his younger brother
Mike, as well as myself. At the time both Howard and
I were seventeen years of age and were students at
Owosso High School. After the sighting we considered
who it should be reported to and decided to call local
police rather than attempt to notify the Air Force.
We remembered the'notorious 'JSj/vamp Gas"incident and
decided our report would not have been taken seriously
if we had reported it to Air"Force. After nothing
was forthcoming in the local newspapers of the next few
days, we filed away the personal notes we'd written
and let the matter rest. It is only because of the
creation of your organization which seems willing
to treat U.F.O reports objectivly that I have decided
to send you an account of our sighting. Regrettably
our original notes have been misplaced or lost so I
can write this only from memory, however I hope it
will be of some value to your study.

I would also be interested in obtaining more in
formation about the center. If you have information
you can send me it would be appreciated.

Yours truly,
>w^*cc<je/-

Michael



We were returning to Owosso, Michigan from a trip
to Lansing- Michigan. While driving north on high
way. M-52 ( about fifteen miles east of Lansing )
Mrs. Galloway noticed an odu light moving from the
western horizon toward the east. She pulled the car
to the shoulder of the road and we all got out in time
to observe the object as it passed overhead. It ap
peared circular in form and would have been about the
size of a dime held at arms length. It was red in
color and pulsated or throbbed ( it was not blinking
or flashing , I remember this quite clearly). The
time was about nine thirty in the evening and the
sky was clear. As the object passed overhead there
was no sound audible that we could attribute to it.
I might also add that there was hardly any passing
traffic to interfere with any sound that might have
been heard. As the object approached the eastern
horizon it appeared to stop. At this time a smaller
object looking like a bright star came up from the
south and seemed to go into the larger red object and
then they seemed to have disappeared.". I should also
say that the time it took the red object to go from
horizon to horizon was relativly short, seemingly
the speed of a jet or perhaps faster .

The above text is what I personally witnessed,
Howard claims he later called the local police in
Owosso to inquire if other reports had been made.
They reputedly told him thc^t it had been reported
by several people in the surrounding counties and
that Capitol City airport in Lansing had confirmed
no commercial craft in the area at that time.

While I make no claim to be a professional ob
server I do feel that I was capable, at that time
as well as now, of recognizing most aircraft.
I grew up near a small airport and am familiar with
what most small airplanes look like in flight both
day and night. As a boy in Junior High and High
School I entertained a strong interest in Astronomy.



As a consequence of that interest I have at various
times observed meteors. jJlanets. the northern lights
and other astronomical phenomena. Since the time
of the sighting I have spent four years in the Marine
Corps and another four completing college (B.A. degrees
in Psychology and Art from Michigan State University)
None-of^jny subsequent experience" has in any. way cleared
up the mystery of what it was that my friend his
family and I observed that night.

P.S.

I have recently discussed the sighting ag^in. with
both Howard and his mother in an attempt to ascertain
the exact date of the event;. My personal notes written
at the time have been lost, however there is the pos-
siblity that Howard may be able to relocate his original
notes. If that can be done I will; send in the informa
tion. This matter is complicated by the fact that
Howard currently resides in California while many of
his personal effects are in storage in Michigan. In
any case the concensus opinion of Howard, his mother
and myself is that the sighting took place early in
the month of June in 1967.

I would also request that the names of the Galloways
be held in strict confidence, while both Mrs. Galloway
and Howard did consent to the use of their names :jn this
letter they prefer anonymity-

Yours truly

Michael
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Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130

March 10, .1978

Dr. J. Allen Hynek

Center of UFO Studies MAft 2P *0>f)
92^ Chicago Avenue '"
Evanston, Illinois 60202

Dear Dr. Hynek;

I have never been afraid to report my UFO sighting. I have simply neglected
doing so because Iwas one of a very large number of witnesses. It is possible my
story will be very old news to you. I am sorry I cannot pinpoint the date but this
sighting occurred sometime between the spring of I967 and August, I968.

The location permitted hundreds of persons to see, or at least be aware of
the sighting. However, the location may have kept the sighting from becoming one
of public knowledge. At least through my amatuer research I have yet to see it
mentioned in any published accounts. The location is a secretive military instal
lation and is only seconds away from Cape Kennedy for anything moving as fast as
the UFO I saw.

Iwitnessed this sighting while serving in the United States Navy as an
Aviation Ordinanceman. Iwas assigned to the Weapons Division known as Yellowater
at Cecil Field Naval Air Station a few miles west of Jacksonville, Florida. A
relatively small number of men, possibly 400 were assigned to Yellowater.

Shortly after dark one evening as some of us were leaving the barracks on
liberty, an alert was sounded. It was the type alert calling for the ferines to
dawn full battle gear to protect Yellowater from whatever caused the alert. This
type alert was very rare and previously had only been called as drills. However,
this time the alert was announced as not being adrill and all liberty was canceled
until the alert was lifted.

We went outside to watch whatever action we could see. We found that the
excitement was because of abright green light in the sky over avery important
area of Yellowater. As Iremember it. this 'green light* was quite high and it
remained stationary until helicopters and jet aircraft arrived from the other side
of the base. The object then began moving irregularly, at extreme speeds and at
times making 90° changes in direction at the same extreme speeds. When the object
moved, its color changed instantly to abrilliant red. Upon stopping, the object's
color instantly returned to green. As Irecall, this situation continued for close
to an hour. The sky was full of aircraft either trying to watch or chase the
object. Whatever their objective, the object had no trouble out-maneuvering some

;*/
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of the Navy's most sophisticated aircraft.

The encounter came to an abrupt end. The object suddenly left at an unbeliev

able speed disappearing in a southeasterly direction. And I mean that was the end

of the matter. To my knowledge, nothing was mentioned officially, nor did the media

report on the occurrence. The quiet struck many of us as being quite odd, but after

a short time the matter wasn't even mentioned again.

As I said at the beginning, this may be old news to you. If so, I would like

very much to know what category you have placed this matter in. This is not a

crank letter. The story I have reported here is as true as I can recall it, and I

would appreciate knowing any facts you may have on the matter.

I thank you for your time and will be anxiously awaiting your reply.

Respectfully yours,

/fat*/*
Gary /
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Dear Sir/Madam,

In July 1967 I and several other people observed a UFO for which

I can offer no scientific explanation from my experiences as a physicist and

a private pilot.

Our family lives on a 10 acre property in the Mt. Lofty Ranges,

approximately 14 miles north-east of Adelaide,South Australia.One night in July

1967,1 was in the bathroom brushing my teeth when I glanced up through the window

and saw a brilliant orange glow.It was the brightest,most luminous colour of

light that I have ever seen.I called out to my mother who was in the lounge

watching television.lt was approximately 10pm,as a local variety show which

started at 9»30pm and finished at 10.30pm was on TV.We both went outside to have

a better look.There is a 30ft. long swimming pool outside the back of the house,

and we went to the far end for a good viexf.The hillside drops away rapidly beyond

the pool to sparsely populated foothills,so this was a very unobscured position.

As we watched,the cigar shaped light hovered up and down and turned

onto it's side and then returned to it's original position.As the UFO manoeuvred

different features could be seen.(see illustration).Round portholes could be seen

which were different in colour to the rest of the object.It hovered in the same

area and repeated the above manoeuvres several times.We stood watching it for

about 20 minutes when it suddenly shot off towards the western horizon at a

tremendous speed.

I have marked on the enclosed aeronautical map the position of our

house,the approximate position of the UFO and the approximate position of known

witnesses.The house is 1500' above sea level and the UFO was seen to be below

the horizon from our position.The sighting of this UFO was reported in the newspaper

(Advertiser) by a person at Para Hills(see map) and I also believe other people
in our area saw the same UFO.

There were no aircraft in the area at the time and although I never

contacted the radar controller at Adelaide Airport to ask if anything unusual had

been seen on the radar,I have obtained a report of an aircraft crash in the same

area in which a radar coverage test was conducted.This showed that in the area

where the UFO was sighted no radar coverage was possible below 1500'AMSL and that

above that altitude(upto the maximum altitude of the test- 3500') there was a

"good deal of intermittency in the radar contacts in this area".

,
Via Houghton. 5131.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

8th May 1978.

./2.
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Considering that the scan rate of the type of radar in use at that time was only

one turn each 12 seoonds it is obvious that because of the very high speed at

vrtiich the UFO departed the area and the low altitude whilst in the area(below 1400')

it is highly improbable that, it would have been detected by the radar controller.

During 1967 in particular,there were numerous sightings of UFOs?; in the

Adelaide area including some very close encounters(eg.UFOs hovering over houses,

UFOs following cars and people).

Hoping this information will be of use,

¥ours sincerely,

P.S. Do you have a UFO society which I could become a member-^f that gives up to

date information on UFOs;
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'Wfilf-M*
Dr. J. Allen Hynek
CENTER FOR UFO STUDIES

924 Chicago Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202

Dear Dr. Hynek:

Years after its occurrence, I am finally writing to pass on to you my experience in a
single sighting of possible UFO's. I hope that others are less remiss in sending you
information regarding their similar experiences.

The incident occurred about 10 PM (it was dark) in early summer of 1967, 1968 or 1969
(sorry!) in open country in eastern Washtenaw County, Michigan, on North Territorial
Road about 6 miles due west of Plymouth and about 13-15 miles east-northeast of Ann Arbor.
My husband was with me and experienced the same sighting.

As we stood in front of our house and faced the north sky, I noticed two lights, side-by-
side as if mounted on jet plane wings, approaching the area slowly from the east at about
45° descending to about 40° or 35^ . The lights, one red and one white, approached so
low, about 1,000 or 2,000 feet up (estimate—I'm bad at judging distances), that I said,
"That plane's coming in awfully low for landing at the airport!" (Willow Run, the
closest major airport to our location, is probably 10-15 miles due south).

Just as I made the comment, one light suddenly shot straight up into the sky and out of
sight, while the other sped toward the west-northwest along the horizon for some miles,
I figure, then raised diagonally into the sky and out of sight. Both moved at very
great rates of speed in leaving and I do not recall which color light moved in which
direction. The whole sighting lasted about 20 seconds.

The next day I heard radio reports of UFO sightings in Livingston County (adjacent to
the north). It seems to me that this happened about the same time as the lower Michigan
sightings which were "explained" as "swamp gas". I.may be wrong on the timing of our
sighting vs. the "swamp gas" sightings and could even be a year or more off in the time
comparison.

Edmond, Oklahoma 73034
August 1, 1978

One thing I recall clearly--the lights were steady and unblinking and no sound
accompanied their movement. Since then, whenever I see lights of any color in the sky
I look to see if they are blinking and I listen for a sound. Of course, they are always
blinking and I always hear a jet or other engine sound!

The rough drawing attached will give some idea of the movement of the lights. Please
note on the map that we were not terribly far from 1-94, where one or two people
reported sightings to you on your call-in session with J. P. McCarthy, WJR radio in
Detroit, one morning this past winter. In fact, it was your suggestion to these people
to document their experiences and send them to you that has prompted this letter.

I hope that this story may be of some value to you in your research.

Sincerely,

(Ms.) Marion
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U.F.O. REPORT FORM

This questionnaire has been, prepared so that you can give the C.IfO.U.F.O.
(Civilian Investigation Of Unidentified Flying Objects) as much information
as -005511716 concerning the Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon that you have o"b-
served. Pleas© try to answer as'many questions as you can.'

If additional speoe is needed, please use an additional sheet of paper.

HATS: '{2JL

CITY: f^J?^/^, STATE r^r^y^
PHONE NUMBER ; %£ ? „ ^ $ J> Q

ZIP CODE /T/££ ^

fU4> *ft //7s-/y<Lj?s>OCCUPATION:

(If you have no phone," write ittJOr'PHQHE" in the a"bove space)

l.AITERS TOU WITH ANYONE WHEN TOU SAW THE OBJECT (S)? YES A^NO.
I^OU WERE, PLEASE STATE HOW MNY AlTD LIST THEIR NAMES AlTD ADDRESSES OH
TUB FOLLOWING LUTES.'

fr?l^//j-t%s j (^*d2s+-pJ*ss.t_%.wj^^sKstr^

2, HO?; M1TY OBJECTS DID YOU-SEE? /•>frg^ ^>

3. THRU DID YOU OBSERVE THE OBJECT (S)?' f&
' DAY

JedSMP
T30NTH

4. TIJS OF DAY:
irciTUTJilS

(CIRCLE' ONE) •fc.lil

&Z
Of

.5.' THUS Z01TE: PessTj^.j&^AijJJ td^, P.
6.' STATS EXACT L0CATI01T AS TO WHERj? YOMERE WHEIT YQU FIRST NOTICED THE
OBJECT (S): £s??z±&ylJ .4l0-t*l!d( <*d &J?JUo~te^<Lyyd?<U ,
7. HOW LONG WAS THE OBJECT (S) III SIGHT? 'O

3. IS THIS AIT EXACT OR AH ESTITRATE ANSWER:
IIITUTE" SECONDS

2-^Z/fJt«/
q. STATE EXACT LOCATION AS TO WHERE YOU WERE WHEN YOU LAST SAW THE OBJECT

10.' WHAT WAS THE CONDITION OF THE SKY? (fa^jfdies y(?JfLJ/ rPyf .
11. IN WHAT DIRECTION WAS ;TRE OBJECT' (S) TRAVELING WHEN FIRST Sa

,^J?A4& —

LIGHTED:

13.i IN WHAT DIRECTION WAS THE OBJECT (S) TRAVELING WHEN LAST SEEN?

IS.1 PLEASE DESCRIBEra^r;j.?QTI0F^lTO)roVElffi3TT OF THE OBJECT {S) AS BEST
i OU CA IT: . .

V

pZ^r« jd, JUft JffttyLd^r^fl yds Jy//'4&4uu / fOi±id^ e^ 4j< f^f .,c r- ^^j^^s^^
&f<Q. rfr^r«Q

-dikxr-dfi^xid /TylM/yM^jde^^/dile^r ^V •/ v/d °A ^y^Q.yy^/f>.<?^'^//^^d
kidP-co-^ tl<yt7£t <P y&r-rj^&>*^Te> /dd ^cs-t^t/'c ' dd"£?^J-+£-t $ -?zr-s- Cff r •/•



*t«J

XX XX X>XSJt XXu-JjuOiij Xu^. xiAXji .
"YES

y^fyhYy-Z-dl did;*- aJ2>r(,y<d?~ dd^; ^syy^yy+^dJ^J <>
_ - .— — . — -• • • • — ,..-,. ..—— ' 1 "

15.' PLEASE DESCRIBE THE OBJECT IN DETAIL: ^ s^^^-i/ dyd-ty^/cA^

.^Hfsyyz^ yd^j- f/c Pr -r^y ddrzjLjygi 3y^^d^t^cd o-<*sdtz-d^
odfZ^fd^^^ —- 5_

16/ WHAT COLOR (S) WAS THE OBJECT (S)

MJj'MJPyCfs iJ/y/<fS{fdl<y&>L>, yd<?-US-Z(
17. DID THE OBJECT ($SL}ITGHANGE COLOR? i^-"" IF SO, WHAT COLORS

~~ — " —IES™ Iffi
DID IT CHANGE TO:

18. DID THE OBJECT (S) CHANGE SHAPE? jy^^ IF SO, PLEASE EXPLAIN:
. . • , . • : ' "TES^ NO

19.' DID THE OBJECT EfflTT SMOKE OR VAPOR? Jy^ IF SO,' PLEASE EXPLAIN:
"yis~ mo—

SO.' WHAT ALTITUDE WAS THE OBJECT? 'A.c/ /&-&-& .ydZp f2-
SI. DID THE OBJECT (S) APPEAR TO CHANGE ALTITUDE AT ANY TIME? /^

YES NO
IF SO,' PLEASE EXPLAIN: JJ &d?Jjt*L^J/ yKy^Py^yyUl.^ y> ./^d**^

2#. WHAT WAS THE SIZE OF THE OBJECT? (COMPARE WITH KNOWN OBJECT):

,g^^S.AjL^i ': —
23. DID THE^BJECT (S) COTtE TOWARD YOU AT AITY SPIKE OR APPEAR HOSTILE?

YKS_,__ HO , p^ IF S0,; PLEASE GIVE '.DETAILS: f '•••'•'' " *

24;-"DID TILE OBJECT JLPPEAR. TO LAND AT ANY .TIM? YES NO +>^ 15* M
DID, PLEASE GIVE DETAILS OH-ANOTHER SHEET OF PAPER:

25. PLEASE T/AKE A SKETCH OF THE OBJECT' (S) SHOWING MOTION AlTD MOVEMENT and
.DIRECTION ON AN ADDITIONAL SHEET OF PAPER:

26. DID YOU PHOTOGRAPH THE OBJECT? YES NO J^^^
(IF THERE ARE AITY DETAILS NOT COVERED BY THIS QUESTIONNAIRE; PLEASE GIVE
DETAILS OH'.ADDITIONAL PAPER. ).'".*.

07. T-AY THE CIOUFO TISE TOUR HAT-E^IN COjPTE/JTIOCT WITH .THIS REPORT1?
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THE FLORENCE BIOINFORMATION CENTE
BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS

CeK>-rCft -Tot? Or-o ST-^,,,

\J A f^St^o #vi LL . 602.0 I

^1AA.«U^

^~^fe7 Jtyoc ^L—L. dc&y?
-3t

0tU2i

3fe dJJ'**** 4-oJt&^ <&

T>

iiyi-ts-**'

SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

S*

e_e »^ , vRT?

^^, ^-^odd^^ ^^™^ ddddd~y
—jrdL<~> JZ^cdA^y yiy^^o 1—.—-^ « .—

«£>c<Z_ -s5*- /ytyC^y^^>
5323 HARRY HINES BLVD. DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 (214)688-3691



THE FLORENCE BIOINFORMATION CENTE
BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS

SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

<*,

"ITT y^<ui-*-^i . ed^-4- t>d?dyd£& ^Zdy^y^d
_x^L ^d^ y*~r ^r** yr~~f

-^T^v £T—-^y^ *t~ -

^- /yc^ -w
^ay^ cy* ey<-^a~t~*y^~~ >

JUt)
5323 HARRY HINES BLVD. DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 (214)688-3691



THE FLORENCE BIOINFORMATION CENTE

BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATIONS

^y cQ y/S -v

yfr-~2L*-t-.

-jjll ~ytt~ ~dr^

T\
/-v^^N-ft JLy£* stdL*ULy '^y~dlXD&

M-^L y^J^Jl y^^~^^ , ^Mr- ^^JU MdL^^

J—8-^

C _^* P' *^ * o «
iir7~

SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
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5323 HARRY HINES BLVD DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 (214) 686-3691




